NOTE:
1. MATERIAL:
   - HOUSING: THERMOPLASTIC(LCP), UL 94V-0, COLOR: NATIVE
   - ACTUATOR: THERMOPLASTIC, UL 94 V-0, COLOR: NORYL
   - HOLD DOWN: PHOSPHOR BRONZE
   - CONTACT: PHOSPHOR BRONZE

2. FINISH:
   - CONTACT: COLD FLASH OVER ALL, 50μ" MIN. NICKEL UNDERPLATED ALL OVER
   - HOLD DOWN: 100μ" MIN. BRIGHT TIN PLATING OVER, 50μ" MIN. NICKEL UNDERPLATED ALL OVER
   - △ WITHOUT AMP LOGO FOR 12 POSITION UNDER

AMP LOGO

AMP 1470-15 REV 3/1620000

TE Connectivity

FPC CONNECTOR, 0.5mm PITCH, BOTTOM CONTACT, SMT TYPE
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TE Connectivity

FPC CONNECTOR, 0.5mm PITCH, BOTTOM CONTACT, SMT TYPE.
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NOTE:
1. TAPE REEL:
   DIAMETER: 13", THICKNESS: 0.35±0.05mm.
2. CARTON:
   SIZE: 350mm(L) x 350mm(W) x 340mm(H).

TAPE REEL
FPC CONNECTOR

CARTON